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Abstract—Near-duplicate video sequence identification consists in

identifying real positions of a specific video clip in a video stream stored

in a database. To address this problem, we propose a new approach

based on a scalable sequence aligner borrowed from proteomics. Se-

quence alignment is performed on symbolic representations of features

extracted from the input videos, based on an algorithm originally

applied to bio-informatics. Experimental results demonstrate that our

method performance achieved 94% recall with 100% precision, with

an average searching time of about 1 second.

Keywords-Videoclip localization; sequence aligner; multimedia re-

trieval

I. INTRODUCTION

Search for quasi-invariant, near-duplicate, repeated sequences in

multimedia data has received tremendous attention over the past

10 years. In particular, video streams, mostly coming from TV,

have been under studies [1], [2], [3], [4] with the goal of detecting

repeating ads, jingles or songs for structuring purposes.

Current methods for solving the video retrieval/localization prob-

lem can be grouped in two main groups with distinct approaches: (i)

computation of video signatures after temporal video segmentation,

as described in [5], [6]; and (ii) use of matching algorithms after

transformation of the video frame content into a feature vector or

symbolic representation, as described in [4], [7].

In order to propose a scalable approach, pattern identification

methods from proteomics can be considered here. Building upon

the fundamental algorithm, FASTA [8], dedicated to the alignment

of symbolic sequences with specific distortions, several heuristics,

such as BLAST [9] or SNAP [10], have been proposed. They

efficiently find approximate repetitions in protein sequences by

exploiting the peculiarities of DNA data, and as such, do not

apply straightforwardly to multimedia data, even if a symbolic

representation of the latter exists.

Our method transforms the video data into a symbolic repre-

sentation, which can then be efficiently indexed and searched for,

using an algorithm built upon a sequence aligner (SNAP) [10] used

in bio-informatics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, our near-

duplicate video sequence identification method is described using

a scalable sequence aligner applied to a symbolic representation

which is computed from the multimedia data. In Section III,

we discuss about the experiments and the setting of algorithm

parameters. Finally, in Section IV, we draw some conclusions and

suggest future works.

II. SCALABLE VIDEO ALIGNER PROCESS – SVAP

The main goal of the near-duplicate video sequence identification

problem is to identify occurrences of sub-sequences of the target

video that are similar to a query video. Our proposal can be

subdivided into two main tasks: (i) multimedia data representation,

which transforms the video data into a symbolic representation;

and (ii) alignment process, which is based on a scalable alignment

process used in bio-informatics to efficiently find near-duplicate

occurrences of protein sequences.

Once the multimedia data is converted into a symbolic repre-

sentation, the index structure can be built. To this end, short sub-

sequences (called video fragments) of a fixed size s are sequentially

read from each video in the database, and used to build a hash table,

where each key represents a video fragment.

Afterwards, given a query video to search for, SVAP draws

multiple video fragments of the same length s from it and performs

a look-up in the hash index to find locations in the database that

contain the same sequence of frames (video fragment). It then

computes the edit distance between the video query and each of

these candidate locations to find the best matches.

These two steps are described in further detail in the following

sections.

A. Multimedia data representation

Usually, the sub-sequence matching rely on symbolic represen-

tation of the data, like BLAST and SNAP, however this is clearly

not the case of multimedia data which are continuous and high

dimensional. Therefore, to apply a method based on symbolic

representations, it is necessary to transform this complex data into a

simpler one. To that end we propose transforming multimedia data

into a character sequence, a methodology that can be summarized

as follows:

1) The video is partitioned into video frames, which are repre-

sented by GIST and saliency maps [11].

2) The dimension of feature vectors is reduced by PCA, main-

taining about 90% confidence. It is important to note that

for computing the reduction matrix, the feature vectors are

sub-sampled considering one frame per second.

3) Using K-means clustering, an alphabet is created, where each

centroid of the clusters is a symbol of the alphabet. This step

allows each video frame to be represented as a symbol of this

alphabet.

4) Finally, each video fragment, which is a sequence of video

frames, can be represented by a sequence of symbols (strings

of an alphabet) and is stored into a hash table.

Considering that we are interested in studying the behavior of

the alignment process applied to a multimedia data representation

task, we decide to set the size of the alphabet and the size of video

fragment to 256 symbols and 4 frames, respectively. The choice of

these values is based on preliminary empirical studies.



B. Alignment process

The video alignment process proposed in this paper (illustrated

in Algorithm 1) is based on the alignment process presented in

[10]. The main difference between both alignments is the fact that

our method can return an arbitrary number or multiple hits (in

descending order of match quality) for any query (line 18).

The first step in the alignment process is the creation of an

index of all videos to be considered when searching for the query

video. The size of each video fragment s represents the size of the

hash table’s keys, which corresponds to the number of frames used

when comparing the video query against the database. This number

ultimately affects directly the size of the hash table (greater values

of s means a larger hash table) and the computational costs. For

the purposes of this study, we adopted a video fragment size of 4,

meaning that every segment of 4 frames from the video database

represents one key in the hash table.

The second and final step of the alignment process is the actual

search for a given video query in the database, which, aside

from the differences previously discussed, is similar to SNAP. Our

method takes a parameter confidence threshold c that represents

the minimum difference in edit distance scores between the best

and all other alignments. However, since we are in fact returning

multiple hits (instead of only the best one), this parameter allows

us to control the error between the best video query alignment and

all other identifications. The maximum error is limited to d. It is

important to note that the number of video fragments to be tested

(n) plays an important role in this process since it helps us control

the accuracy of our process.

In Table I, it is described the parameters of our alignment

step, namely, video fragment size (s), video fragment samples (n),

maximum video distance (d), confidence threshold (c) and max hits

(h).

Table I
PARAMETERS OF THE ALIGNMENT STEP

Parameter Meaning

Video fragment size (s) Number of frames for each video fragment.

Video fragment samples (n) Number of video fragments which is randomly sampled

for each query.

Maximum video distance (d) Maximum edit video distance from reference sequence

to allow for an alignment.

Confidence threshold (c) Difference in edit distances between a video fragment’s

best and second-best alignments needed to report it as

confidently aligned.

Max hits (h) Maximum number of index locations to be checked for

a video fragment. Some video fragments contain frames

that are far too common (e.g., black frames between

scenes) and may be present in a large number of videos,

so they are just ignored.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present some experiments to show the effec-

tiveness of our method when compared to three other approaches:

Shen’s [7], BGM and 2BGM [4].

The purposes of our experiments are: (i) to show the effective-

ness of our method; (ii) to compare it to other methods; (iii) to

understand the tuning of parameters; and (iv) to understand the

performance issues in terms of computational time cost.

Algorithm 1: The alignment using SVAP.

input : Video index (index)
Video query (vQuery)
Video fragment samples (n)
Maximum video distance (d)
Confidence threshold (c)
Max hits (h)

output: Locations of the hits (locations)
1 dbest ←∞;
2 dsecond ←∞;
3 for i = 1 to n do

4 S ← ith video fragment sample of vQuery with size s;
5 if number of entries for S ≤ h then

6 for l ∈ locations of S in index do

7 p ← l-offset of video frag i from start of vQuery;
8 VidFragsHit[p] ← VidFragsHit[p] + 1;

9 p ← unscored location with the most video fragment
samples hitting;

10 if dbest > d then

11 dlimit ← d + c− 1;

12 else if dsecond ≥ dbest + c then

13 dlimit ← dbest + c− 1;

14 else

15 dlimit ← dbest − 1;

16 e ← EditDistance(VideoFrag, Reference[p]; dlimit) ;
17 update dbest and dsecond based on newly scored e;
18 FillHitsFound(locations) ;
19 if dbest < c and dsecond < dbest + c then

/* multiple hits (we have two hits

within distance c and no better hit

can be confident) */

20 return locations;

21 else if |non-overlapping video frags tested| ≥ dbest + c then

22 score remaining locations and break (any unscored
location will have too high a distance);

23 if dbest ≤ d and dsecond ≥ dbest + c then
// single hit at location with best score

24 return locations;

25 else if dbest ≤ d then
// multiple hits

26 return locations;

27 else

// not found

28 return NULL;

A. Experimental setup

Our video corpora, or ground-truth (GT), consists of TV broad-

cast, recorded directly and continuously from a Brazilian cable TV

channel, and Internet retrieved videos. It is composed by videos of

different categories, like cartoon, news, advertisement and series.

Table II shows some information about the dataset (including video

length and the number of queries) The experiments searched for

92 occurrences of video clips (46 unique videos) in our dataset

(54 for TV broadcast and 38 for Internet retrieved videos), with

lengths varying from 9 to 61 seconds. It is important to note that

we extracted some video queries from the original videos to create

our query video dataset.



Table II
VIDEO CORPORA

Video Time Video Frame Category

dataset length queries rate

TV Broadcast 1 1h 00m 04s 8 30 fps News

TV Broadcast 2 35m 02s 2 30 fps Cartoon

TV Broadcast 3 31m 50s 3 30 fps Series

TV Broadcast 4 33m 13s 5 30 fps Series

TV Broadcast 5 30m 27s 7 30 fps General

Internet Video 19m 52s 21 25 fps Advertisement

Total 3h 30m 29s 46 -

B. Precision-Recall analysis

Precision-Recall (PR) curves give a more informative picture of

the algorithm performance, since they group information about hits,

miss, false positives and false negatives [12]. An optimal algorithm

should have a precision-recall value of (1,1) (which means 100%

of recall with 100% of precision), i.e. it managed to identify all

video clip occurrences with no false positives. Moreover, in order

to compute a trade-off between the precision (P) and recall (R)

rates, we consider the F measure, as defined in Eq. 1.

Definition 1 (F measure) The F measure is a weight harmonic

mean of precision and recall rates, and it is given by

F =
2× P ×R

P +R
· (1)

C. Comparative analysis

In order to provide a quantitative analysis, two different exper-

iments were done. In this first one, we use the same strategy

presented in [4], in which the video datasets are divided into

categories and it is created one index for each category. Regarding

the query process, we look for the video queries only in the index

related to their category. For the second experiment, we create only

one index for all video datasets.

In Fig. 1, we present the results related to the first experiment in

order to compare some methods (Shen’s [7], BGM and 2BGM [4])

to our proposed approach, so-called SVAP. It is important to note

that in this experiment, we sum all hits, misses and falses obtained

for all categories to compute the precision and recall rates.

Regarding our method, we observed that the misses were caused

by short query videos, in terms of length, and sometimes by a

problem on the border of the query videos. In order to prove these

assumptions, we present three different results when we applied our

method: (i) searching full query applied to reduced GT (F-R); (ii)

searching full query applied to full GT (F-F); and (iii) searching a

time-reduced query (1s) applied to full GT (TR-F). For reduced GT,

we eliminate all video queries with size smaller than or equal to 10

seconds and for time-reduced query, we crop 1s (at the beginning

and at the end) from the video query.

The best result obtained by SVAP, considering full GT (several

hash index) and full query, is obtained by the following set of

parameters: s = 16, n = 200, d = 100, c = 350 and h = 100.

The average time for searching a specific query video is about 1

second. Moreover, the precision, recall and F measure rates, are

100%, 94% and 97%, respectively.

If we reduce, for example, the number of video fragment samples

d from 100 to 25, the average time for searching a specific query

video is about 0.6 second obtaining a precision, recall and F

measure rates of 100%, 90% and 95%, respectively, which is still

higher than other compared methods. Considering now full GT with

only one hash index and full query, the average time for searching

a specific query video is about 0.2 second obtaining a precision,

recall and F measure rates of 100%, 89% and 94%, respectively,

As it is easy to see in the Fig. 1, and as expected, the results

obtained by SVAP applied to full GT are worse than SVAP applied

to the reduced GT. Thus, this experiment prove that short query

videos are not well identified by this methodology. Moreover,

the results for time-reduced and full query are quite similar,

and consequently, show us that our method is quite robust to

border discretization. Furthermore, our method is much better when

compared to precision and recall rates achieved by other assessed

methods.
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Figure 1. Precision-recall curves comparing the methods Shen’s [7], BGM
and 2BGM [4] and SVAP. For SVAP, we present different settings (Full
query and reduced GT (F-R), Full query and full GT (F-F), Time-reduced
query (1s) and full GT (TR-F).

D. Tuning of parameters

The parameters of our alignment step are described in Table I.

According to our experiments, the video fragment size (s) and max

hits (h) can be fixed to 4 and 100 respectively, since other values

do not influence much the quality of results. The video fragment

samples (n) and maximum video distance (d) have influenced the

quality of results in the number of video fragment to be tested,

and consequently, in the quality of results. It is important to note

that confidence threshold (c) is directly related to maximum video

distance (d).

1) Tuning of video fragment samples: The recall and precision

rates are directly influenced by the number of video fragment

samples. Recall rates increase together with high video fragment

samples. However, the alignment time also increases when the

number of samples increase. This should be expected since the

number of searches may imply in finding a greater number of query

video fragments. In the same way, precision rate also increases for

high values of video fragment samples since less false positives are

identified. Moreover, the precision rates for full GT are higher than



the precision rates for reduced GT for the same number of video

fragment samples since the number of video fragment samples to

cover the query video is smaller for short query videos. Thus, this

parameter is dependent on the query video size.

2) Tuning of maximum distance: The recall and precision rates,

and consequently, the F measure, are also directly influenced by

the tuning of maximum distance value. To better understand the

behavior of our method, we fixed the parameters video fragment

size (s), video fragment samples (n) and max hits (h) to 4, 25 and

100, respectively. Furthermore, all video datasets are stored into one

hash index. The F measure increases when the maximum distance

increase. Moreover, the computational time also increases when the

confidence threshold increases. This behavior is expected since the

number of permitted alignment increases and consequently time

and quality also increase.

One should notice that the F measure rates are better when

we remove short query videos if we analyze the same confidence

threshold. As our method works better for longer query videos,

when we remove the small queries, the number of hits increases

maintaining the same number of falses, and consequently, the F

measure also increases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS

In this paper, we propose a method, called SVAP, which identifies

the locations (and the number of hits) of query videos in a video

database. To cope with this identification, our alignment process

borrowed from SNAP is applied to a symbolic representation

computed from the multimedia data. Thus, firstly, we transform

the multimedia data into a symbolic representation using several

approaches for reducing the information dimensional.

In the second step, short video sub-sequences, represented by

video symbols computed from the video database, are stored into

a hash index video database, and for a query video to align,

our method draws multiple video fragments from it and performs

a look-up in the hash index to find locations in the database

that contain the same video fragment followed by a computation

of the edit distance between the video query and each of these

candidate locations to find the best alignments, and consequently

the identification of video clips.

According to experimental results, our method performance

(94% recall with 100% precision) are quite better than the one

proposed by [4], [7].

However, sub-sequence identification results can be highly de-

pendent on the testing material, which is usually scarce and

not especially representative. Moreover, choosing an appropriate

multimedia data representation is not a trivial task, and will be

studied in more details in a future work. Finally, we also intend

to adapt the work presented here to unsupervised multimedia

motif discovery in huge datasets, while also improving the overall

performance of the algorithm.
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